OBSERVATION FOR ADVANCED PRACTITIONER DIPLOMA
(after completion of all Sessions and Assignments)

Students are welcome to use this form with fellow-students or practitioners, observing each other and
giving each other feedback before being observed by a Teacher Observer.
Date of observation:
Name of student:
Student’s email:
Name of Teacher Observer:
Observer’s email:
Teacher gives a copy of this observation to the student immediately after the session and keeps a copy
for their own records. If the observation is by Skype/Zoom, Teacher Observer needs to scan this
document & email it to the student immediately after the session.
If there are a few items that need more work and Teacher Observer feels that student will integrate
these improvements, Teacher needs to immediately email info@resonancerepatterning.net requesting
RRI to certify the practitioner.
If there are many areas needing improvement, suggest that the student integrates these improvements
before being observed again.
TECHNIQUE (check the box that applies)
INNER CULTIVATION -- LONG REPATTERNING
1. Skill asking questions?
2. Fully present for client?
3. Warm, relaxed and loving eye contact?
4. Shuttles back and forth quite naturally between looking at
client and writing down what client says as client talks?
5. Use of the CYW Glasses?
6. Use of the CYW Torch: holding at a distance and “being
invited” to the point?
7. Getting the Element pattern for the session?
9. Getting the appropriate disturbed emotion?
10. Getting a good possibility for the Constitutional Element /
Meridian (everyone needs a lifetime of doing this, but at this
stage, the choice should at least make good sense)?
11. Choice of Shen, Zhi, Hun, Yi and Po makes sense?
12. Practitioner talks about the Essence needed in a way that is
meaningful for the client? the Essence is where the client
needs to progress towards for their deeper self-healing.

Excellent

Fine

Improvement needed

TECHNIQUE (check the box that applies)
13. The choice of the point in terms of the point description And
all of the above, makes sense?
14. You feel that this person is an excellent Practitioner? Why?

Excellent

15. If “fine” or “needs improvement” what does the Practitioner
need?

16. Balance between talking and listening?
17. A loving presence?
ENERGIZING OPTIONS: INNER CULTIVATION – Demo the following
1. Demo one Five Element acupuncture point on a Yin Meridian
of the forearm
2. One Five Element acupuncture point on a Yang Meridian of the
back of the forearm
3. One Five Element acupuncture point on a Yin Meridian of the
inner foot or leg
4. One Five Element acupuncture point on a Yang Meridian of the
outer foot or leg
ENERGIZING OPTIONS: PRINCIPLES OF RELATIONSHIP – Demo the following
1. The Water Chakra in Relationship — The Five Pointed Star
Katsugen
2. Under Entrainment for Positive Relationship — #9 Pre-natal
Energizing Options
ENERGIZING OPTIONS: YOUR VISION – Demo the following
1. Acupuncture Tsubo Point
2. Converging
3. Animal Visualization
ENERGIZING OPTIONS: ENERGETICS OF RELATIONSHIP – Demo the following
1. Options for the Resistor: Chi Kung Cleansing
2. Options for the Inductor: Unified Field Energy Tracing
3. Options for the Capacitor: The Three Locks
4. Options for the Source: The Five Platonic Solids
EXPLANATIONS
1. The four components of an electrical circuit and how they
correlate to relationships ?
2. The danger of an out of balance Resister: excess and deficient
resistance?
3. The seven Chakra centres: their names, sense and function of
the first five (coccyx to throat)
4. Give three reasons why light is essential for Vision and our
health

Fine

Improvement needed

